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Problem Statement 
• During a Foreign Animal Disease (FAD) outbreak, it is critical that people, equipment, and 
vehicles do not inadvertently move the disease-causing agent between premises (i.e., 
locations where animals are housed or otherwise handled). 
• To prevent this potential transmission, a cleaning and disinfection (C&D) station must be 
established at the clean/dirty line on infected premises, and everything going on or off the 
premises pass through it. 
• Without this critical precaution, more viruses may remain in the environment and cause 
potential infection of other premises and herds; thus, making FAD containment a 
challenge. 
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Problem Statement 
 During a Foreign Animal Disease (FAD) outbreak, it is critical that people, equipment, and vehicles 
do not inadvertently move the disease-causing agent between premises (i.e., locations where 
animals are housed or otherwise handled).  
 To prevent this potential transmission, a cleaning and disinfection (C&D) station must be 
established at the clean/dirty line on infected premises, and everything going on or off the 
premises pass through it.  
 Without this critical precaution, more viruses may remain in the environment and cause potential 
infection of other premises and herds; thus, making FAD containment a challenge. 
Business Case Statement  
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 Livestock farmers in Iowa and beyond generally use portable disinfectant tanks to spray down 
vehicles manually.  
 Without disinfection measures, animal diseases can spread from farm to farm if any infected 
surface comes into contact with a vehicle or piece of equipment that will travel to other farm 
sites. This can cause entire farms to be shut down and forced to euthanize any infected animals. 
 It can be difficult and dangerous for workers to reach the top or underneath large trucks and 
other equipment in order to completely disinfect. 
1 MAIN OBJECTIVE 
The main objective: to develop a low-cost method of effectively cleaning and disinfecting (C&D) farm 
equipment to prevent the spread of infectious diseases from farm to farm.  
Specific objectives include: 
o (1) Design a C&D system that meets the following criteria and constraints: 
 Must be large enough for 8'x10' vehicles and can be easily scaled up to 10'x14'; 
 Must be able to effectively sanitize (<95%) anything that passes through; 
 The design must be inexpensive enough for a farmer to consider purchasing 
parts; 
 Materials must be procurable for farmers within 30 miles of their farms in Iowa; 
o (2) Build the C&D system and test five (5) successful times to ensure the final product is 
effective: 
 Must meet all criteria and constraints; 
 Must be stress-tested; 
 Must withstand rain, wind <20 mph, and hail 
o (3) Create a demonstrative video depicting use and components of the system: 
 How to use; 
 How to maintain 
 Rationale 
o Low-cost (<$500) and effective (>95%) sanitizing equipment to prevent disease outbreak; 
o Reduce the implications of animal disease spread; 
o Reduce time spent sanitizing manually by 66% 
 Project Scope 
o Design and techno-economical assessment. 
o Parts list available within 30 miles of Midwest farms. 
2 METHODS/APPROACH  
A. Methods/Approach 
o Data collection:  
o The data we collected included current methods of disinfection and 
requirements for disinfection. 
o Skills:  
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o Farm practices for dealing with Foreign Animal Diseases 
o TSM 327 
o Autodesk Inventor 
o Solutions: Create a sanitation design that eliminated FAD from equipment. 
o Three potential solutions were developed. (See appendix for detailed descriptions) 
o Organization: 
o During every meeting, notes were taken and kept in the online interface CyBox 
where the students and client had access 
o Fall 2019 semester team met with client bi-weekly 
o Spring 2020 Semester team met with client weekly 
o Both semesters students met with professors weekly 
o Both semesters students met weekly 
o Team projects were delegated based on teammate strengths 
o Agriculture background/major focus 
o A mix of Industrial Technology and Agriculture Technology System majors 
3 RESULTS  
Results/Deliverables 
o A working disinfection system that will sanitize >95% of any vehicle or object that passes 
through it. 
o A video demonstrating operation and components of the system. 
Recommendations 
o It is recommended to build a system frame using steel and welding to improve the 
stability and longevity of the system. 
o Implement heating components for use in sub-freezing conditions. 
o The next phase would be a fully automating system and implementing side sanitation. 
4 BROADER OPPORTUNITY STATEMENT  
This project is designed so that the swine farmer in time of a disease outbreak, specifically focused on 
Iowa farmers, could quickly protect their farm by building this disinfection system to get rid of any disease 
on their machinery and tools. 
In this situation, we were looking for a solution that is cheap, easy, and quick to build, practical, and 
almost anyone can do it. Since this would be implemented in a time where there is chaos on the farm, 
and a lot of fear for their animals' wellbeing and livelihood, no one would want to have to spend a large 
quantity of money If they do not have to or overcomplicate it. They would just want a solution that is 
practical to build and gets the job done efficiently and effectively.  
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The solution is going to cost upfront for materials but is going to save in cost long-term since it is designed 
to disinfect and prevent the spread of disease with less labor and higher efficiency. 
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6  APPENDIXES 
Appendix A 
Main Objectives in detail 
1) The requirements for this design include fast (<3 minutes), efficient (multiple surfaces cleaned 
simultaneously), and effective (>95% disinfected) disinfection method where all the materials 
required are easily obtainable (<30 miles radius and affordable) by any farmer in Iowa. 
2) The method and design were measured in total percent of surface cleaned using a standardized 
method of measurement. 
3) The specific parameters measured were surface effectively disinfected; time required, water 
used, runoff % collected: 
a) Amount of time reduced, risk reduced for sanitizing the top and undercarriage, how 
much more effective this design was in comparison to currently implemented methods. 
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b) Intangible deliverables include reducing infection spread, improving company image, 
industry image. 
 Main Objective(s) and Specific Objectives  
The main objective is: to develop a low-cost method of effectively disinfecting farm equipment to 
prevent the spread of infectious diseases from farm to farm.  
Specific objectives include: 
o (1) Design a disinfection system that meets the following criteria and constraints: 
 Must be large enough for 8'x10' vehicles and can be easily scaled up to 10'x14'; 
 Must be able to effectively sanitize (<95%) anything that passes through; 
 The design must be inexpensive enough for farmers to consider purchasing parts; 
 Materials must be procurable for farmers within 30 miles of their farms in Iowa; 
o (2) Build the disinfection system and test five (5) successful times to ensure the final 
product is effective: 
 Must meet all criteria and constraints; 
 Must be stress-tested; 
 Must withstand rain, wind <20 mph, and hail 
o (3) Create a demonstrative video depicting use and components of the system: 
 How to use; 
 How to maintain 
 Rationale 
o Cheaply (<$1500) and effectively (>95%) sanitize equipment to prevent disease outbreak; 
o Reduce the implications of animal disease spread; 
o Reduce time spent sanitizing manually by 66% 
 Project Scope 
o The project started with designing a prototype to be used in disinfection for Iowa farms. 
The end result was a working prototype that was effective but also had much room to 
improve. 
Appendix B 
Broader Opportunity in detail 
The project addresses the needs and provides solutions to larger challenges because it relates to 
biosecurity hazards, especially that in our livestock that feeds America. This model is tailored to Iowan 
farmers in the source of its supplies, but one could substitute the supplies with the stores in their area 
and build it anywhere. 
Industries other than the swine industry also care about biosecurity and disease prevention. Anyone in 
the food industry/sector would care, as the livestock is the main source of protein in most Americans' 
diets; so, all industries contributing to food, food supply, manufacturing, the agricultural field, and 
restaurant industry would all be affected directly. 
Other animal and livestock industries like the cow and equine industries could both implement this design 
in a time of disease outbreak. Besides that, everyone should care about America's livestock, as that is 
what feeds them. 
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With larger swine facilities, there is a greater impact on the swine and food industry. We have fewer 
farms, but the farms that are there are large and efficient farms that produce a lot of pork, so it is 
essential to protect each farm since they each contribute a huge amount to the total production. 
Currently, no comparable approaches to on-farm disinfection exist within America. Europe has a similar 
design, but it is not affordable for a smaller farmer, and the entire system must be purchased from the 
seller; the farmers cannot procure their own materials to build the design themselves. 
 
Appendix C 
AutoCAD concept drawings 
AutoCADs and descriptions of the three proposed frame structures. All designs are proposed on gravel 
surface area covered by a 50' x 30' tarp. The gravel is raked so that all sides roll slightly inward and 
downward, so any extra spray gets sent towards the drain or contained on the tarp. 
Design A: Frame 
 
 
Figure 1.1 
Figure 1.1 displays the frame design; pressurized water and disinfectant sprays from both the top and 
sides.  
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Design B: Rail 
 
 
                   Figure 2.1                                                     Figure 2.2 
Dimensions 
Height: 15 feet 
Width:  12 feet 
Figure 2.1 and figure 2.2 display the rail design. The vehicle parks in wash bay and pressurized 
water and disinfectant spray from the top, which can be controlled by a pulley system. 
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Design C: Speed Bump Undercarriage 
 
Figure 3.1                                              
Figure 3.1 depicts drain underneath speed bump undercarriage with holes for pressurized water and 
disinfectant to spray out and knock off any debris while disinfecting 
 
Figure 3.2                                                                                                             
In figure 3.2, a drain connected underneath with pipe to the tank to contain contaminated runoff to be 
then disposed of safely. 
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Appendix D 
Decision Matrix 
Weight   6 5 4 3 2 1 Total 
Design 
Identification 
Designs Spray covers 
>95% of 
surface area 
Precision 
Spraying 
Low Labor Budget <1500$ Materials easily 
accessible  & 
typical on-had 
supplies 
Collects 
contaminated 
runoff 
  
A Frame 2 2 3 3 3 1 50 
B Rail 2 1 3 3 2 1 43 
C Speed Bump 
Undercarria
ge 
2 1 3 3 1 3 43 
BC Rail & Speed 
Bump 
Designs 
Combined* 
3 3 3 3 1 3 59 
AC Frame & 
Speed Bump 
Designs 
Combined 
2 1 3 3 1 3 43 
*Design BC paired with a wand that worker can use for not easily accessible surface area or area with 
stubborn debris. 
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Appendix E 
Parts list 
Item Quantity Amazon Fleet Farm Hog Slat Bomgaar's Home Depot 
Gear track 
Channel 
2 ✔ x x x ✔ 
Rope for Pulley 
System 
1 (~50 ft) ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 
Pool Noodles or 
landscaping 
edging 
(100'  worth or 
tarp depending) 
✔ ✔ x x ✔ 
Stick-on Solar 
Motion-
Activated 
Outdoor Light 
4 ✔ ✔ x * ✔ 
Channel Ramp 1 ✔ x x x ✔ 
Pump for water 
& Disinfectant 
Source 
1 ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 
Area Tarp 
(~50x30') 
1 ✔ ✔ x ✔ ✔ 
Treated Lumber 
(2x4x16') 
10 x ✔ x x ✔ 
Wheels (for 
Pulley System) 
4 ✔ ✔ ✔ x ✔ 
Fittings (3/4")** 1 ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 
Barrel/large 
enclosed 
container for 
Water storage if 
the source is not 
accessible 
1 ✔ ✔ x ✔ ✔ 
Disinfectant Circumstantial ✔ ✔ x x x 
Wood Glue 1 ✔ ✔ x x ✔ 
Hose (3/4 inch) 1 ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 
3/8 in. O.D. x 1/4 
in. I.D. x 25 ft. 
Polyethylene 
Tubing 
1 ✔ x x * ✔ 
Full Cone 
Atomizing Nozzle 
Male 1/4" 65 
degrees 
coverage 
4 ✔ x x x ✔ 
3/4" FGHT x 1/4" 
Hose Barb Brass 
Garden Hose 
Fitting** 
1 ✔   x * ✔ 
~3/8" hose 
clamp 
(adjustable) 
  ✔ ✔ ✔ * ✔ 
  * Bomgaar's 
website only lists 
categories, not 
specific parts. 
The category is 
available, does 
not specify part 
**May need 
more/different 
fittings 
depending on 
the water source 
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Appendix F 
Calculations  
 
Tubing 
Part Number E-64-0500 
Color Natural 
Inner Dimension ¼ in. 
Outer Dimension ⅜ in. 
Working Pressure 125 psi  
Minimum Burst Pressure 675 psi 
Pressure Drop 5.79 psi 
Pressure at End 119.21 
Flow Rate 3.7 gpm 
 
 
 
 
A Full Cone Spray Nozzle 
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Coverage  65 degrees 
Working PSI 15-70 
Min GPM at 40 PSI 2 gal 
Max GPM at 40 PSI 15.5 gal 
Height above truck 1.5 ft 
Spray width 6.4 ft 
Total Coverage Circumference 32.1 Square Feet 
 
Pump 
SEAFLO 55 series 6ft suction lift 
Pressure 60 PSI 
Max GPM 5.5 gal 
 
 
 
 
